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	 This will be a brief explanation about the founder of modern vaccinations and how 
he was a quack fake fraudulent “doctor” who persuaded the British Royal family [aka 
GOV] also known as the Crown to institutionalize and legalize mandated vaccinations 
from the year 1804 up till the end of the 19th century… and obviously now we’re in 
another round of the insanity.  To understand why the governments and their private 
sector minions keep torturing their loyal naive “citizens” [aka tax slaves (payer)] with 
their destructive, torturous mass murdering, mass poisoning global new age late 
modern cult government / pharma cartel run human sacrifice event, it is important to 
understand the man who started it all.   



Edward Jenner set up his practice as a surgeon in Berkeley in England in the 1700s but 
he never earned the title of doctor legitimately at all.


Real Medical Doctor Walter Hadwin, JP, MD, LRC P, MRCS, LSA. Explained this during 
a lecture he gave to a medical conference in 1896.  He said: 
 
“now this man Edward Jenner never passed a medical examination in his life. He 
belonged to the good old times when George III was king audience laughter in brackets 
when medical examinations were not compulsory Jenner looked upon the whole thing 
as a superfluity and he hung up ‘surgeon apothecary’ over his door without any of the 
qualifications that warranted that assumption. It was not until 20 years after he was in 
practice that he thought it advisable to get a few letters after his name. Consequently 
he then communicated with a Scottish University and obtained the degree of doctor of 
medicine for the sum of 15 pounds and nothing more.  [In other words he bribed a 
University for his medical degree title without earning it with merit]. 
 It is true that a little while before he had obtained a fellowship of the Royal society. But 
his latest biographer and apologist “doctor” Norman Moore, had to confess that it was 
obtained by little less than fraud. It was obtained by writing a Most extraordinary paper 
about the fabulous cuckoo for the most part composed of errant absurdities and 
imaginative freaks such as no ornithologist of the present day would pay the slightest 
heed to. [in other words he earned a degree like many people who earn degrees 
today, they just regurgitate garbage and make up shit using words they don't 
understand like dolphins jumping through a loop to earn a meal]. A few years after 
this, rather dissatisfied with the only medical qualification he obtained Jenner 
communicated with the University of Oxford and asked them to Grant him their 
honorary degree of medical doctor and after a good many fruitless attempts he got it. 
Then he sent to the Royal college of physicians in London to get their diploma and 
even presented his Oxford degree as an argument in his favour but they considered he 
had had quite enough on the cheap already and told him distinctly that until he passed 
the usual examinations they were not going to give him any more degrees.” 

 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 - Dr Walter Hadwen 1896 


 So after about 20 years of practicing his special brand of "medicine" Jenner the 
professional bullshit artists thought he might benefit from some extra letters after his 
name. It was so that in 1790 he simply bought a medical degree from Saint Andrew's 
University in Scotland for 15 pounds. This is the man who helped create what is now a 
multi billion dollar eugenics “medical”/Pharma Empire that disguises itself as medical 
progress [“governments, hospitals, etc..”] this was the person that was responsible for 
220+ years of medical malpractice and murder by fake medicine.  He was a complete 
fraud.  But more so as with many medical practitioners today evidently a pathological 
sociopathic liar.  


Here are some chronological highlights about Edward Jenner's life that should give you 
a picture of what type of a complete degenerate human being he was and why 
humanity still has to suffer because of. Sadly his personality/psychological profile can 



be applied and seen to many of the “medical” practitioners we have today in 2021 
including their handlers who are politicians, their PR firms who are our legacy media 
elite and any other degenerate individual/institution who peddles the murderous 
destructive pseudo science of quackccines.


1791: 

 Edward Jenner vaccinates his 18 month old son with swine pox and 8 years later in  
1798 with cowpox. His son will die of TV at the age of 21, and Jenner therefore 
chooses not to vaccinate his 2nd son. So just off the batEdward Jenner the modern 
founder of vaccinations became an anti vaxxer in his own lifetime when it came to his 
own children. 

Of course he advocated mandating his toxic murderous murder concoction to the rest 
of the British isles but not to his 2nd son sounds very similar to many of the people 
who are globally known to be the biggest advocates of vaccinations in our time.  Like 
Bill Gates who publicly insist that he vaccinated his children but many people who 
know him in his community attests to the fact that he does not vaccinate his children. 


1796:

 Edward Jenner in Gloucestershire  England is falsely credited with the concept of 
vaccination which he actually appropriated from the dairy mates.  Hadwin explains in 
his lecture:


”he was not however the discover the whole thing was a superstition of the 
Gloucestershire dairy made years before Jenner was born and the very experiment so 
called that he performed had been performed by an old farmer named Benjamin Jesty 
20 years previous." 


when he first of all heard the story of the cowpox legend that the dairy maids talked 
about that if you only had cowpox you can't have smallpox he began to mention it at 
the meetings of the medical convival society where the old doctors of the day met 
together to smoke their pipes drink their glasses of grog and talk over their cases. But 
he no sooner mentioned it then they laughed at it the doctors could have told him of 
hundreds of cases where smallpox had followed cowpox and Jenner [realized] he 
would have to drop it." 


 So not only was Edward Jenner the founder of modern vaccinations [quaccines] a 
fraud who bribed a University to earn his medical degree but he went around claiming 
to be the originator of the method called vaccinations when he actually stole it from a 
community that he had heard about dealing with this situation and then claimed it for 
his own method.


So it is important to reiterate that vaccinations in modern times began with utterly 
unscientific superstition from cow maids [women who milked cows] backed by 0 
evidence at all.  Propagated by them to one self confident crack fraud named Edward 
Jenner who bought his “medical” credentials for 15 pounds from a university after 

https://www.uspoliticsandnews.com/why-didnt-bill-gates-vaccinate-his-own-children/


causing great harm to all who were unfortunate to live in the Commonwealth of the 
1800s and the 2 centuries following due to the expansion and broadening use of 
‘Vaccinations’ as a eugenics method of depopulation and population control which is 
also a vehicle by way governments and their private sector minions extract massive 
wealth from naive innocent citizens while their lives are utterly destroyed.  

To earn his ‘legacy’ Jenner petitions English Parliament House of Commons for funding 
using using blatant falsehoods stating that vaccination can be done with perfect safety.   
The Crown aka British government rewards Jenner 10,000 pounds for continued 
experimentation.  His arm to arm method of vaccination ultimately proved so 
dangerous that it is abandoned and even prohibited. His claim of lifelong immunity was 
quickly exposed to be one of the more brazen pieces of self promoting mendacity 
medical fraud science has produced. As vaccinated subjects continued to develop the 
diseases they were supposedly immunized against, and generally tended to be far 
more harmful due to the toxic nature of the concoction.   This claim of “lifelong 
immunity” was rapidly “modified” to a 7 years protection with subsequent 
revaccination deemed "necessary" 

[Sound familiar with anything going on in the world as you read this?] 


 By 1914 this immunity was shortened yet again to an estimated 6 to 12 months 
sharply exposing the lunacy of the vaccine paradigm.  To anyone paying attention this 
is over 200 years ago and nothing much changed as governments / big pharma and 
their private sector lapdogs / co-conspirators are doing the same thing to us right now. 


Jenner’s original claims for the necessity of vaccination were stated in his petition to 
Parliament On March 17th 1802 asking for award for his alleged “discovery” in the 
following words 

“…that your petitioner having discovered that a disease which occasionally exists in a 
particular form among cattle known by the name of cowpox admits of being inoculated 
on the human frame with the most perfect ease in safety and is attended with the 
singularly beneficial effect of rendering through life the person so inoculated perfectly 
secure from the infection of smallpox." 


So even in his appeal to Parliament which is officially documented in historical records 
he makes 3 blatantly false statements that he has been since exposed to be a liar 
about and dangerously dishonest.  These false statements are in the following order:


1. That he got the idea of vaccinations on his own accord, he stole it from dairy 
maids in rural England.


2. His claim of perfect immunity for life was also proved to be completely false.

3. His quackccines caused the deaths and injuries Of millions of human beings 

who were innocent and would have lived perfectly healthy lives without his toxic 
fraudulent pseudo scientific injections.  They did not benefit the lives of those 
unfortunate to be subject to the Crowns & Jenners disgusting mass fraud. Most 
of the people who got his injections ended up suffering from both cowpox and 
smallpox many of whom perished as a result of the toxic injections.




These are important to reiterate clearly, since we are all suffering because of this 
fraudulent scum of a human being.  Like many of the world leaders today, Jenner got 
rich, powerful and cemented his legacy in the history of medicine and the official state 
narrative about human health and well being. Despite the fact that he caused the 
deaths and injuries Of millions of human beings who were innocent and would have 
lived perfectly healthy lives without his toxic fraudulent pseudo scientific injections.  
Btw as a side note, small/cow pox were ridden of by increased hygiene in all sectors of  
society not due to vaccines.  Turns out washing hands after handling farm animals 
before preparing food and washing hands after using the washrooms literally saves 
millions of lives and significantly reduces most forms of diseases seen in 3rd world 
nations which most european nations were like in the 1800s. 


Charles M Higgins wrote a book titled ‘The Horrors of Vaccination’ exposed Jenner and 
referred to his general statement to the House of Commons as a “tissue of 
falsehoods”.  This didn't stop the British government from giving Jenner a whopping 
sum of 30,000 pounds as a reward for his imaginative fabrications.  This translated to 
around 3 million pounds in 1901 money and about 100 million pounds in 2021.  
Essentially edward jenner is the bill gates of the 1800s. 


Throughout the 19th century numerous cases of smallpox in those who had received a 
smallpox vaccines continue to be recorded and discussed honestly by legitimate 
concerned medical practitioners of the period.  In the early 1820 's while the British 
government was still funding Jenners "experiments" he continued to do is best to hide 
the evidence showing his vaccines were causing more damage in death than actual 
immunity.  Like today pro-quackccine/vaccine propaganda and marketing became 
largely face saving acts that used the wealth extracted by coercion to confuse and 
defuse any hesitancy of the general public to accept the efficacy of quackccines.  This 
terrible pattern of sociopathic mass criminal behaviour from governments, the medical 
establishment, the pharma cartel and all their co-conspirators still plagues mankind 
today and has only expanded in scale and destructive impact. 


To understand Edward Jenner is to understand the case study for modern medicines 
roots in fraud abuse, mass murder, and corruption which still haunt and torment us till 
this day.  I do not need to remind the reader of how much suffering is being caused by 
those peddling the current fraudulent quackccines.



